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There are some fascinating facts about Japanese culture that tempts many to add a touch of the
Japanese ethnicity with help of shoji closet doors. Generally, the Japanese design contains features
which are very exclusive. For instance, use of simple lines and angular forms is a common thing.
Similarly, ornamentations are very rare to find.

Experts of this industry believe it is the shoji closet doors that truly exhibit unique features of
Japanese designs. The market is flooded with numerous varieties of shoji closet doors which are
presently available in screen, closet and sliding models.

It is the ease and comfort of installing the shoji closet doors that stand behind its popularity. The
most common manner of installing it can be seen in assembling of surface-mounted tracks. The
most fascinating feature is the way the screens are hung so that it can easily cover sliding glass
doors, open or empty spaces and windows.

There is another category of buyers of shoji closet doors who purchase it with a different intention.
They contend that it gives them a freedom to control light and space in best possible manner. With
the availability of so many varieties of such doors in the market place, finding one that suits your
parameters and needs is not going to be a daunting task.

A recent market survey has found that this is the only product that helps to provide elegant
solutions. The same survey found that a whopping 97% of the respondents to the survey are of the
view that it helps them to meet design and architecture challenges. Most of these challenges range
from room division to light diffusion. These respondents also believe that it adds to the warmth and
serenity of the surroundings. As a result of this, they are benefited from enjoying beautiful simplicity
that Japanese designs are famous for. The increasing demand for this item has led to the
mushrooming of many service providers who are best known for entertaining customized orders.
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For more information on a shoji closet doors, check out the info available online at
http://www.cherrytreedesign.com/shoji_applications.php?categoryshoji-closet-doors
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